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1. Under the provisions of the PNGRB Act 2006, PNGRB is, interalia,

mandated to authorise Natural Gas pipelines. Accordingly, PNGRB
had notified Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
(Authorizing Entities to Lay, Build, Operate or Expand Natural Gas
Pipelines) Regulations, 2008 ("Authorisation Regulations").
2. In terms of Authorisation Regulations, the entities are authorised to
Lay, Build, Operate or Expand Natural Gas Pipelines under the
following categories:i)
ii)
iii)

Entities authorized through bidding route
Entities authorized by the Central Government before the
appointed day i.e. 01.10.2007
Entities laying, building, operating or expanding natural gas
pipeline before the appointed day but not authorized by the
Central Government

3. Under the provisions of the PNGRB Act 2006, PNGRB is also
mandated to determine transportation tariff for natural gas pipelines
approved/authorised by it. Accordingly, tariff for the authorised
natural gas pipelines under sl. no. 2. ii. and 2. iii. is
approved/notified as per the Determination of Natural Gas Pipeline
Tariff Regulations, 2008 ("Tariff Regulation") notified by PNGRB
on 20.11.2008.
Tariff for the authorised natural gas pipelines mentioned at sl. no. 2.
i. (entities authorized through bidding route) is applicable in terms of
the zonal tariff submitted by the successful bidder and accepted by
PNGRB.

4. Currently, in' terms of the Tariff Regulations, separate tariff is
notified by PNGRB for separately authorised pipeline(s). The extant
tariff regulations of PNGRB emphasize adherence to "contractual
path" for tariff determination; while the contract can be based on
physical or virtual flows, all that needs to be ensured is that tariff is
charged based on the contractually defined entry and exit paths
without any premium or discount. Accordingly, tariff is charged to
customers based on the contractual path, implying that multiple
pipeline tariff is charged to the customers where gas is contractually
flowing from multiple pipelines.
5. PNGRB vision 2030 document on "Natural gas Infrastructure m
India", states as under:
"GOI and PNGRB need to take vanous policy and regulatory
measures as suggested in the report. This would help sustained
higher investment in the gas chain including exploration leading to
sustained and healthy growth of the sector, ensuring that the share of
gas is at least 20% in primary energy mix by 2030."
Currently, the share of natural gas in energy mix is approximately
6.5%-7%.
In the said, report with respect to tariff recovery mechanism,
following is stated:
"Now, as a nationwide network of pipelines (national gas grid), with
multiple sources and destinations for natural gas, is emerging in
India, a switch could be attempted to the mature tariff system which
not only provides access to the customers located geographically
disadvantageous locations but also provide platform
for a
competitive market to develop. One of such system called "entryexit" tariff system is used in some European countries including the
UK. In this system, contractual path of the transportation services is
broken into two transactions i.e (i) entry transaction and (ii) exit

transaction and both can be entered separately. In this system
different entry and exit points are identified in the pipeline system
which can also be on zonal basis, where the shipper has to pay one
tariff to enter into a zone and another one to exit it. In this system
separate booking of entry and exit capacity allows shippers and new
entrants to book capacity without any contractual path and allows
shippers to buy and sell freely gas once having paid the tariff to enter
into the zone thus creating the conditions for a gas market."
6. Entry Exit Tariff Model
In the entry exit tariff recovery model, the tariff is fixed separately
for each entry and exit point of the pipeline. The customer books the
capacity for his desired entry and exit point and pays a separate tariff
for the entry and for the exit. This model is normally used in gas grid
where the customer may be provided natural gas from different
source and the pipeline transportation network may have multiple
owner and the customers may receive gas at more than one exit point
in network.
7. In the evolving scenario for expanding pipeline system, a view is

emerging that the current methodology of tariff i.e. additive tariffs
for different pipelines are becoming very high and unaffordable to
the customers in new areas and hinterland. Considering, nationwide
network of pipelines (national gas grid), with multiple sources and
destinations for natural gas, is emerging in India. This calls for a
review with an objective to move to the mature tariff system.
8. MoP&NG vide letter dated 18.10.2016 Annexure-I communicated
the CCEA approval regarding partial grant for development of
Jagdishpur-Haldia/Bokaro-Dhamra
natural gas pipeline which
interalia also states that MoP&NG will examine GAIL's request of
UnifiedIPooled tariff for GAIL's inter-connected cross country
pipeline for all the customers on such pipelines and decide whether

such tariff should be fixed by MoP&NG directly, or necessary
directions be issued to PNGRB in this regard.
9. UnifiedlPooled Tariff
GAIL made a presentation on "Determination of uniform/pooled
tariff for GAIL's interconnected cross country pipelines to PNGRB
on 30.03.2017. GAIL further submitted the justification, on
04.05.2017, on the proposal for unified/pooled tariff for GAIL's
interconnected cross country natural gas pipelines. Copy of the same
IS
attached
as Annexure-II.
It further submitted the
information/clarifications
in respect to PNGRB letter dated
12.07.2017. GAIL's reply on the same is attached as Annexure- III.
In addition, in response to PNGRB's letter dated 17.07.2017, GAIL
submitted the information/workings related to unified/pooled tariff
on 28.07.2017. GAIL has worked out unified/pooled tariff
Rs. 57IMMbtu (levelized-on GCV basis) for its Interconnected
Cross Country Pipelines. GAIL has stated that unified/pooled tariff
is worked out by them in terms ofPNGRB's tariff approvals. A copy
of the same is attached as Annexure- IV.
The tariff submitted by GAIL has not been verified and is subject to
verification/approvals
by PNGRB in terms of extant Tariff
Regulations.
Under the UnifiedlPooled Tariff, the overall capital expenditure
(Capex) and operating expenditure (Opex) may be pooled and
distributed over the pooled volume of the inter-connected crosscountry natural gas pipeline system. Such calculated tariff may then
be made applicable on ZonallPostal/etc. basis to various customers
based on the extant regulations.
Unified tariff may do away with levy of multiple tariffs for use of
multiple natural gas pipelines and therefore, shall promotes equitable
distribution of gas and facilities, uniform gas based economic
development across the country, increased share of natural gas in

energy mix etc. However, in case of unified tariff, tariff for some
existing natural gas pipeline customers may increase.

to.Unification at what level?
Various options on pipeline unification could be:1.

Unification of all the inter-connected cross-country natural gas
pipelines (excluding bid out pipelines) at the level of an entity
i.e. excluding cross country pipeline system owned & operated
by other entity (ies).
Such unified
tariff
can be made
applicable
on
postal/Zonal/entity-exit level basis,
or

11.

Unification of all the inter-connected cross-country natural gas
pipelines of all the entities but excluding bid out pipelines as
changing tariff for bid out pipelines have certain other
implications
Such unified tariff can also be made applicable on
postal/Zonal1 entity-exit level basis;
Issues under this option:
Unification of pipelines at this level may entail a lot of
complexities in terms of operationalisation including cost and
revenues sharing mechanism amongst multiple entities,
operational philosophy (ies), desired return expectations etc.
or

111.

Unification of all the inter-connected cross-country natural gas
pipelines of all the entities, including bid-out pipelines.

Such unified tariff can also be made applicable on
postal/Zonal/ entity-exit level basis;
Issues under this option:

Unification of pipelines at this level may entail a lot of
complexities in terms of operationalisation including cost and
revenues sharing mechanism amongst multiple entities,
operational philosophy (ies), desired return expectations etc.
Particularly, inclusion of bid out pipelines by averting the
zonal tariffs quoted by the entities themselves, straightway by
way of unified tariff may raise various issues as the
authorizations have been granted considering zonal tariff(s)
quoted by the entities as one of the bidding parameter.
The various options for unification of all the interconnected cross
country pipelines as proposed above can be implemented in phases
say to begin with phase I option 10j may be implemented.
11. Possible Pros and Cons under various options for unified/pooled

Tariff:
Option Pros
Cons
S1. no.
1. Applicability of multiple
1. Tariff of some
10
1.
pipeline tariff of single
existing customers
above
entity will be eliminated.
on some pipelines
may Increase.
2. Enables reach of natural
Gas in far -flung areas
including north east at an
2. Under this option
affordable transmission
unification
of
tariff.
pipelines
may
3. Step
towards
remain at entity
development of national
level
only;
gas grid.
therefore, additive
tariff for use of
4. Uniform
gas
based
economic development.
natural
gas
5. CGD
being price
pipelines of other

6.

7.
Sl. no.
10
11.
above

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

sensitive, one of the key
enabler for development
of existing and upcoming
CGD Networks.
Helpful in increase of gas
share in pnmary energy
mIX.
Higher
utilization
of
pipeline infrastructure.
Applicability of multiple
pipeline tariffs of unified
pipelines (except bid out
PIL) will be eliminated.
Enables reach of natural
Gas in far -flung areas
including north eastern
part of the country at an
affordable
transmission
tariff.
Step
towards
development of national
gas grid and piece meal
approach can be avoided.
Uniform
gas
based
economic development.
CGD
being
pnce
sensitive, one of the key
enabler for development
of existing and upcoming
CGD Networks.
Helpful in increase of gas
share in primary energy
mIX.
Comparatively
higher
utilization of new pipeline
infrastructures.
Unification
may
not
remain at entity level.
No need to changing tariff
for bid out pipelines.

entity will still be
applicable.
3. Stepwise/
piecemeal
approach towards
national gas grid.

1. Tariff

of some
existing customers
on some pipelines
may Increase.

2. Under this option

unification
shall
be for all the
natural
gas
pipelines (except
bid out PILs),
hence,
applicability
of
additive/ multiple
PIL tariff will still
be applicable.

Sl. no.
10 iii.
above

1. Applicability of multiple Tariff of some existing
pipeline
tariffs
will customers
on
some
completely be eliminated. pipelines may increase.
2. Development of national
gas grid like Power grid
and piece meal approach
can be avoided.
3. Enables reach of natural
Gas in far -flung areas
including north eastern
part of the country at an
affordable
transmission
tariff.
4. Uniform
gas
based
economic development.
5. CGD
being
pnce
sensitive, one of the key
enabler for development
of existing and upcoming
CGD Networks.
6. Helpful in increase of gas
share in primary energy
mIX.

7. Best possible utilization
of
new
pipeline
infrastructures.
8. Unification
may
not
remain at entity level.
12.GAIL has submitted updated information in Schedule-H format
under regulation 17(1) of PNGRB Authorisation Regulation for its
following Interconnected Cross country natural gas:1.

ii.
111.

IV.

HVJ-GREP-DVPL Pipeline (HVJ),
DVPL/GREP Upgradation Pipeline along with VijaipurAuraiya-Phulpur Pipeline (VAPPL),
Dadri-Bawana-Nangal Pipeline (DBNPL),
Chainsa-Jhajjar Pipeline (CJPL),

V.
VI.
VB.

Jagdishpur-Haldia-Bokaro-Dhamra Pipeline (JHBDPL),
Dahej-Uran-Dhabol Pipeline (DUPL-DPPL)
Dhabol-Bengaluru Pipeline (DBPL)

GAIL vide letter dated 21.06.2017, attached as Annexure-V requested
for acceptance of updated schedule-H information combining all
proposed seven natural gas pipelines to be integrated as one.

13.Unification of tariff and its sharing amongst entities may be new
concept for gas sector' but in power sector, there is CERC
Regulations providing a mechanism of integrating interstate
transmission lines under one network and charge the tariff on
sharing basis.
14.Stakeholders comments
PNGRB
solicits
the
VIews and
comments
on
the
unification/integration of natural gas pipelines as one single
integrated natural gas pipeline network and/or on other options
mentioned at para 10 of this notice. The comments may be submitted
by stakeholders within 30 days from the date of issue of this public
consultation paper through email at secretary@pngrb.gov.in and/or
in writing through post at the address given below:
Secretary
Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
1st Floor, WorId Trade Centre,
Babar Road,
New Delhi-ll000l
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Shastri Bhawa~'\
New Delhi-I 10001-th

Dated: 18 October 2016
To,

The Secretary,
Petroleum

& Natural

Gas Regulatory

Board,

I SI Floor, World Trade Centre,
Babar Road, New Delhi

Subject:-

Partial Capital Grant for development of .Iagdishpur-Haldia/BokaroDharnra Natural Gas Pipeline (JHBDPL) Ptojcct- approval of Cabinet
Committee on Economic Affairs (CeEA) -regarding.
*-***

Madam,

I am directed to state that the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) in
its meeting held on 21 st September 20]6 on the subject has approved 40% Capital Grant
i.e. Rs. 5,176 crore of the estimated capita! cost of Rs.l 2,940 crore (including inflation
and interest during construction)
by GO] to GAIL (India) for execution of JagdishpurHaldia/Bokaro-DhamraNatural
Gas Pipeline (JHBDPL) Projects,
2.
In pursuance of CCEA approval, MoP&NG and/or GAIL, as the case may be, are
required, inter-alia, to take following actions on priority basis to ensure that the project is
financially viable and sustainable:
(a) All three phases of the project shall be implemented
simultaneously.
Execution of these pipeline projects and three fertilizer plants (Gorakhpur,
Barauni and Sindri) to be in synchronization
with each other.
(b) lvioP&NG will examine GAIL's request of Unified/Pooled
tariff for GAIL's
inter-connected
cross-country
pipeline
for all the-customers
on such
plpeJines and decide whether such tariff should be fixed by MciP&NG
directly, or necessary
directions
be issued to PNGRB in this regard,
considering phase-wise actual/anticipated
capacity util ization, operating

l

-------~

expenses (including unaccounted gas, line loss), future
mile connectivity etc. to ensure 12% post tax return on
This would be examined in the light of the provisions
and the exercise completed by the end of the current
20 I6- 17).

capital costs for last
GAIL's investment.
of the relevant law
financialyear
(FY

(c) MoP&NG will issue policy directives to PNGRB under Section 42 of the
PNGRB Act,2006
to authorize GAIL to develop
city gas distribution
networks in Varanasi, Patna, Ranchi, Jarnshedpur,
Bhubaneswar,
Kolkata,
Cuttack !etc.) in synchronization/simultaneously
with the subject pipeline
projects in-collaboration
with the respective State Governments.
(d) There will be no duplicate/dedicated
pipeline infrastructure
connecting
Dhamra/Paradip
as source points till the situation so demands as assessed by
MoP&NG.
(e) GAIL will be hayingflexibility
of changing pipeline configuration
(route,
length & size) to deal with local conditions or changing demand dynamics
'Whhin the recommended
project costi
3.

As regards para 2(b) above, the matter is separately

Ministry and further correspondence

shall accordingly

under examination

in this

be made with the PNGRB in due

course.
4.

As regards

42 of the PNGRB
Petroleum

para 2(a) and 2 (c) to 2(e), the Central
Act, 2006,

Government,

intends to issue the following

and Natural Gas Regulatory

policy

under Section
directives

to the

Board (PNGRB):

a.

The Board shall authorize GAIL to develop Bokaro-Dhamra Gas Pipeline
(BDPL) (earlier identified as pilot PPP project under VGF scheme) which has
already been clubbed with Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline.

b.

PNGRB shall authorize GAlL to develop city gas distribution networks in
Varanasi, Patno, Ranchi, Jamshedpur, Bhubaneswar, Kolkata, Cuttack'eic. in
synchronization/simultaneously
'with the subject pipeline
projects
in
collaboration with the respective State Governments.

c.

There 'will be no _,!!!!.plicateldedicated pipeline infrastructure connecting
Dhamra/Paradip as source points till the situation so demands as assessed by
MoP&NG ..

d.

GAIL will be havingflexibility of changing pipeline configuration (route, length
& size) to deal with local conditions or changing demand dynamics within the
recommended project cost.

0~\

,
'~
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5.

In pursuance

requested
this letter
PNGRB,

6.

to express
in respect

of proviso
its views,

to Section 42 of the PNGRB

within

7 days of receipt of

proposed

to be issued to the

in writing, to this Ministry

of the aforesaid

policy directives

Act, 2006, the Board is

so as to enable this Ministry

to take further necessary

This is issued with the approval

of MoSCIIC), P&NG.

Under Secretary

action in the matter.

(S. . 13 wal)
to the Government of India
Te1.NO.23388652
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GAIL's requcst for Unified/Pooled Tariff for GAlL's
natural gas pipelines - Justifications for the proposal
1.0

Government of India (Gel) has a vision for raising the share of natural gas in our
energy mix from 6.5% to 15% so as to develop a gas based economy in India. One
of the key enablers for achieving this vision is the existence of a well-developed
gas transmission infrastructure across the country.

1.2

The Indian natural gas sector in its current state needs measures aimed at
encouraging investment to build and expand natural gas pipeline infrastructure
covering all parts of the country.

1.3

Gas transmission infrastructure forms the back-bone for development and
promotion of a gas based economy. Presently, the eastern and southern regions of
India are not well connected with natural gas pipeline infrastructure. It is essential
to attract adequate investments in the gas transmission infrastructure sector by
assuring reasonable return on investments to the investing entity. The growth in
the power transmission sector in India has resulted from the guaranteed returns to
the investor. Similarly, in gas transmission sector also, it is necessary to ensure a
regulated but assured 12% post-tax return on the investment.

1.4

In this regard, balancing the requirement of attracting adequate investments to the
sector and at the same time ensuring reasonability 'Of Transportation Tariff is the
critical challenge for the regulatory process.

1.5

Keeping the above in view, wherever practicable, at the level of entity, charging
of unified/pooled tariff shall enable the entity to realise reasonable return on its
investments and at the same time it shall also pave way for keeping the overall
tariffs at affordable levels for the customers.

Objective ofUnifiedlPooled
2.1

3.0

cross-countr·y

Overview
1.1

2.0

intcr-connected

Integration of natural gas pipelines and determination of pooled tariff for the
integrated natural gas pipeline system allows an entity to do away with huge
variation in tariffs between different natural gas pipelines through socializing the
tariffs, to avoid pancaking of tariffs and also facilitates expansion of natural gas
pipelines in regions with relatively initial low volumes thus leading to more
equitable gas based economic development. Unified/Pooled tariff also removes
the distortion in the tariffs being paid by the existing customers connected to
present infrastructure vis-a-vis new customers that shall be connected through new
infrastructure.

UnifiedlPooled
3.1

Tariff

Tariff

Unified tariff for inter-connected cross-country natural gas pipelines of an entity is
the pooled transportation tariff to customers, which are determined by adding up
the total expenditures (viz. Capital and operating expenditure) for the pooled
volume flows in the inter-connected cross-country natural gas pipel ines of that
entity. Here, the overall capital expenditure (Capex) and operating expenditure
Page 1 of 10
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(Opex) shall be pooled and distributed over the pooled volume of the interconnected existing cross-country natural gas pipelines and the new/upcoming
natural gas pipelines rather than loading the Capex of a particular/specific
network/pipeline only upon the customers of that pipeline/network itself.
3.2

4.0

The pooling approach may also provide better flexibility in terms of tariff
recovery design, since a single revenue target for all inter-connected cross-country
natural gas pipelines need not necessarily mean a fixed tariff for all users.
Wherever necessary, judicious variations can be made to accommodate specific
market/policy needs. For example, policy objective to ensure availability of PNG
and CNG services at affordable price levels could be one justified reason for
making judicious variation in tariff. The overall principle would be that the tariff
should not show undue preference to any particular consumer, but may vary
according to the consumer's segment. Further tariff shall be designed in such a
way that ensures J 2% post-tax return and simultaneously provide adequate
incentive for customers to connect with the pipeline infrastructure. One of the
tariff design could be to have a gradual/yearly increase in tariff over a period
rather than having a levelized tariff over the economic life.

Government of India's view on Tariff Design
4.1 In respect of natural gas pipeline tariff design, on 29.08.2014, MoP&NG had
conveyed to PNGRB the following:
4..1.1 The tariff should reflect the real cost of gas transportation
pipeline entities.
4.1.21t should be just, equitable and non-discriminatory
network users in different locations.

incurred by

between different

4.1.3 It should be competitive and at the same time should provide level playing
field to all gas marketers, regardless of location of gas source and end users.
4.1.4 It should promote efficient and optimum use of gas pipeline transport
system.
4.1.5 It should promote network expansion across the country and should avoid
any discrimination between existing and new users.
4.1.6 It should be transparent, predictable and easy to understand for
implementation by considering all possible kinds of gas transportation
arrangements involving, inter-alia Swapping, Clubbing and Diversion
arrangements.
5.0 PNGRB Act, Regulatory Position on Cost Recovery, Returns:
5.1 PNGRB Act, under section 22 (2) (b), provides for recovery of cost of
transportation in a reasonable manner. PNGRB Regulations, under Clause 3 Schedule A of Tariff Regulations, has specified that the rate of return on capital
employed shall be equal to 12% post-tax. Regulatory framework therefore
prescribes 12% post-tax returns over the economic life of the pipeline.
6.0 Current Tadff Mechanism - Actual Position on Cost Recovery, Returns:
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6.1 Since 20.11.2008 when regulated tariffs are being applied, significant amount of
revenue has remained unrecovered to GAIL due to very high and unrealistic
capacity utilizations presumed during tariff approvals. This has resulted in very
low returns to GAIL on its pipeline investments. Hence, corrective steps are
needed so that GAIL earns a reasonable post-tax return of 12% on its investments
over its economic life, as prescribed in the regulatory framework.
7.0 Current Tariff Mechanism - Far-off customers and new customers are adverselv
affected:
7.1 At present, tariffs are fixed separately for each pipeline, thereby making the
cascaded tariffs unaffordable to customers in far end of pipelines. Also, new
customers are required to pay much higher tariffs when compared to old
customers.
7.2

Today a new customer in Punjab who is connected to DBNPL pays about 370%
higher tariff as compared to a customer in zone-I of the old HVJ pipeline. Further,
customers of old pipelines with low tariffs have also been enjoying the benefits of
relatively cheap domestic gas for about 30 years, whereas the customers of new
pipelines are required to bear not only higher transportation tariffs but also the
costlier imported gas. This situation has been adversely impacting the growth and
development of incremental gas consumption in the country.

v/'

7.3 Likewise, customers at the far end of inter-connected pipelines are required to pay
much higher tariffs when compared to customers located nearer to sources. For
e.g., the anticipated tariff for JHBDPL (after duly considering 40% capital grant)
alone would work out to Rs.1 14/MMBTU, and charging further additive pipeline
tariffs from various gas sources would result in cascaded tariff up to
Rs. 210/MMBTU.
Such high tariff would adversely affect the utilization and
viability prospects of JHBDPL project. Therefore, alternative tariff calculation
and levying mechanism are required for ensuring reasonable returns to the
investor, and at the same time, making the overall tariff affordable to far end
customers also.
8.0

Deliberations in respect of gas pipeline
"ecommendations for the JHBDPL project:

tariffs

during

the stage of PIB

8.1 During the PIB meeting held on 06.07.2016 in respect of the JHBDPL project,
NITI AA YOG had recorded that "Unified tariff for gas pipelines may be
implemented in line with Power Grid model where costs of building new
transmission lines are loaded to the entire grid network so as to socialize the cost".
9.0

Partial Capital Grant for JHBDPL Project - CCEA decision in respect of
UnifiedlPooled Tarifffor GAIL's inter-connected cross country pipelines:
9.1 In pursuance of PIB recommendation dated 06.07.2016, the Cabinet Committee
on Economic Affairs (CCEA), in its meeting held on 21.09.2016, had approved
40% Capital Grant for execution of the JHBDPL project. CCEA, while according
the said Capital Grant, inter-alia, decided certain other dispensations in order to
ensure that the JHBDPL is financially viable and sustainable. One of them
pertained to unified/pooled tariff.
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9.2 In this regard, as conveyed by MoP&NG, the following is the decision taken by
CCEA:
"MoP&NG will examine GAIL's request of Unified/Pooled tariff for
GAlL's inter-connected cross country pipeline for all the customers
on such pipelines and decide whether such tariff should be fixed by
MoP&NG directly, or necessary directions be issued to PNGRB in
this regard, considering phase-wise actual/anticipated capacity
utilization, operating expenses (including unaccounted gas, line loss) ,
future capital costs for last mile connectivity etc. to ensure 12% post
tax return on GAIL's investment. This would be examined in the light
of the provisions of the relevant law and the exercise completed by
the end of the current financial year (FY 2016-17}."

10.0 UnifiedlPooled Tariff for GAIL's inter-connected
pipelines - Detailed submissions made by GAIL

cross country

natural

gas

10.1 Subsequent
to
the
CCEA
decision,
GAIL,
vide
letter
No.
GAl LfNO/O(Mktg.)/20 16/260 dated 12.11.2016, made a detailed submission to
MoP&NG regarding its request for Unified/Pooled Tariff. In furtherance to the
same, GAIL also made additional detailed submissions vide its letter No.
GAILfNO/O(Mktg.)/2017/266
dated 23.02.2017. Subsequently PNGRB vide
letter No. PNGRB/M (C)/102 dated 23.03.2017 requested GAIL to make a
'detailed presentation to PNGRB on 30.03.2017 and also stated that MoP&NG
had requested PNGRB to convey its comments on GAIL's proposal.
10.2

Thereafter, GAIL made a detailed presentation to PNGRB on 30.03.2017,
pursuant to which, PNGRB, vide letter No. PNGRB/M (C)/J 02 dated
24.04.2017, has requested GAIL to provide a detailed written submission
regarding justification of the proposal. Accordingly, this current note is being
submitted herewith.

11.0 Tariff History
11.1

Hazira-Vijaipur-Jagdishpur (HVJ) pipeline of GAIL was commissioned with a
capacity of 18.20 MMSCMO during 1987-91. MoP&NG, vide order dated
30.01.1987, fixed the tariff for HVJ pipeline at RS.850IMSCM. The tariff fixed
was on postalised basis, i.e., a single tariff was applicable to all customers
irrespective of their location. The capacity of BV J pipeline was increased to
33.40 MMSCMO, as GREP Project which included inter-alia a pipeline from
Vijaipur to Oadri, in 1997 along with installation of new compressor stations at
Vaghodia and Khera and augmentation of capacity of existing compressors at
Vijaipur and Jhabua.

11.2 A committee, constituted by MoP&NG under the chairmanship of Sh. T L
Shankar submitted its report in 1996 which inter-alia computed and recommended
a pooled tariff for IIV J and GREP together as RS.1150/MSCM on postalised basis
considering economic life up to the year 2016. For the computation of tariff, the
committee considered future anticipated capital expenditure as well as realistic
capacity utilization based on the gas projections by ONGC and 5.00 MMSCMD
towards LNG import as anticipated. The postalised tariff was approved by
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MoP&NG and was implemented w.e.f. October I, 1997. Further, for every 10%
increase in consumer price index, MoP&NG approved increase in tariff by 1%.
11.3 In 2004, GAIL commissioned Dahej-Vijaipur

Pipeline (DVPL) with a capacity of
23.90 MMSCMD by laying a pipeline along to !-IVJ up to Vijaipur.

11.4 Tariff commission, an independent body under the Ministry of Commerce and

Industry, was appointed by MoP&NG in July 2004, to calculate the transmission
tariff of these pipelines. In the interim period, the tariff for DVPL was calculated
by GAIL and made applicable to all RLNG customers. In 2006, Tariff
Commission also recommended a single/ pooled postalised tarifffor HVJ, GREP
and DVPL pipelines, considering actual volumes for determination of tariff.
Further, Tariff Commission also considered the unaccounted gas loss @ 0.30%
along with realistic future capital costs. It also provided for a formula to revise the
tariff based on actual change in volume flow. In 2006, MoP&NG approved a
postalised unified tariff of Rs.83 IIMSCM based on the recommendation of Tariff
Commission for HVJ-GREP-DVPL. Accordingly, the tariff was a unified/pooled
tarifffor gas transported through HVJ, GREP and DVPL.
11.5 During the period from 20 I0 to 2012, GAIL augmented the capacity of existing
HVJ-DVPL-GREP pipeline by 54 MMSCMD through commissioning of DVPLII and VDPL by laying a pipeline along DVPL and GREP and capacity
augmentation of compressor stations at Vijaipur and Jhabua and setting up of new
compressor stations at Kailaras and Chhainsa.
11.6 Subsequently, PNGRB (under the tariff regulations notified in 2008) approved a
pooled tariff for GSPL's pipeline network and GAIL's Regional Pipeline
Networks. However, in 2010, PNGRB approved two different tariffs for GAIL's
HVJ-GREP-DVPL and DVPL-II-VDPL pipeline stating that existing customers
under HVJ-GREP-DVPL cannot be burdened with higher cost of up-gradation in
DVPL-II- VDPL.
11.7 To summarize, historically the natural gas pipeline tariff were calculated by
MoP&NG and independent committee/commission on unified/pooled/socialized
basis considering the economic life as 30 years. The tariff calculations included
future costs, unaccounted gas loss and were based on actual and future anticipated
realistic volume flows.
11.8 As compared to legacy/existing pipeline networks, new pipelines are built at a
higher cost for various reasons, including inflation leading to higher
transportation tariff compared to tariff of old pipelines. Socialization of costs
of new pipelines with existing pipeline networks helps in rationalizing the cost
of delivery of gas to new customers. As mentioned herein before, even
MoP&NG and independent bodies have recommended a pooled tariff in past.
As mentioned, during PIB meeting on implementation of Jagdishpur-Haldia
Pipeline, NITI Aayog had also opined in favour of socializing the cost which
has been agreed in principle by CCEA.

12.0 Issues in current Tariffs
12.1 Present Tariff Structure:
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12.1.1 At present separate pipeline-wise transportation tariffs are there for GAIL's
inter-connected
cross-country
pipelines
instead
of
a
unified/pooled/socialised tariff. Due to above, customers who are located
farther away from the gas source have to pay additive tariffs for multiple
pipelines/This leads to a significant higher delivered cost of gas to the
customers who are farther from the gas source. Such high delivered cost of
gas makes it unaffordable to various customers operating in a competitive
market. In view of above, customers tend to establish the industry near to the
gas source resulting in imbalance in the economic development within the
country. This is one of the reasons for pipeline networks running at very low
capacity utilization and lower than desired return on capital investment.
12.1.2There is also a cascading effect on tariff when the gas travels through
multiple pipelines and customers are required to pay a very high tariff for
use of gas.
E.g.: tariff for gas supply from Dabhol to Nangal shall be about
Rs.98/MMBTU (DUPL-DPPL Zone 2 tariff + HVJIDVPL Zone 4 tariff +
DBNPL Zone 2 tariff)
On interconnection of KKMBPL, Kochi to Nangal shall be about
Rs.182/MMBTU (KKMBPL Zone 2 tariff + DBPL Zone 3 tariff + DUPLDPPL Zone 2 tariff + HVJ/DVPL Zone 4 tariff + DBNPL Zone 2 tariff).
12.1.3The anticipated Jagdishpur-Haldia/Bokaro-Dharnra
Pipeline (JHBDPL)
tariff, after considering 40% capital grant, shall be about Rs.116/MMBTU.
Accordingly, the estimated tariff to be paid by customers drawing gas from
JHBDPL sourced from Dhamra terminal shall be Rs.116/MMBTU and for
gas sourced from Dabhol terminal shall be about Rs.200/MMBTU after
adding the tariff applicable for Dabhol to Dahej Pipeline (DUPL-DPPL) and
Dahej to Jagdishpur Pipeline (DVPL-II-VDPL Up-gradation).
12.1.4Under present situation, wherein the availability of domestic gas is limited
and customers are operating under competitive scenario, higher tariff further
decreases the competitiveness for the customers. Future sources of gas are
anticipated from offshore fields and majority through imported LNG. Higher
tariff for hinterland shall put the customers at a competitive disadvantageous
position. This may also lead to disincentive among the new customers to
shift to gas based economy.
12.1.5New
pipelines
like, Dadri-Bawana-Nangal,
Chainsa-Jhajjar-Hissar,
Jagdishpur-Haldia do not have own source and are dependent upon supply
from up-stream pipelines. Due to multiplicity/additives of tariff, such
pipelines, face viability risks. Some customers, along JHPL, have shown
reluctance to switch over to natural gas due to higher cost of transportation
under present scenario.
12.1.6Recognizing the above aspects, on recommendations of PIB, CCEA has
approved to examine to set a unified/pooled tariff for GAIL's interconnected cross-country pipeline.
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12.1.7Having unificd/poolcd/socialiscd
tariff shall help in improving the
viability of new pipelines, This shall also help in improving the
investment c1imatc for natural gas pipeline infrastructure and a better
,
chance of ensuring 12% post-tax return to the pipeline transporter
~/
including the JHBDPL system approved by CCEA. Unified/pooled
tariff shall also help in reducing the delivered cost of gas to consumers
away from the source.
12.2

/'/'

Volume Risk:

12.2.1The present regulatory framework puts the onus of volume risk upon the
transporter. At present, notional capacity utilization is considered with buildups of 45% to 75% of design capacity considered during first five years of
the operation of the pipeline and 75% of design capacity or actual volume
whichever is higher from sixth year onwards.
12.2.2Further, pipeline networks are built in phases with each phase contributing
to the total capacity of the pipeline. However currently capacity build-up in
phases is not being considered in tariff calculations. For e.g., though
presently only Phase I of Kochi-Mangaluru-Bengaluru Pipeline has been
executed with a capacity of 5.5 MMSCMO, but, for calculation of tariff,
volume for first year has been considered as 7.2 MMSCMD (45% of
capacity) assuming availability of total capacity of 16 MMSCMD from day
one, which is about 1.7 MMSCMD over and above the installed capacity.
12.2.3The present capacity utilization of GAIL's cross-country pipelines are as
below:
Pipeline
Capacity
Volume Flow Volume Flow
(MMSCMD)
(Utilisation)
(Utilisation)
!
20)4-1~
2015-16
38.rf{(73%)!
HV]-GREP-OVPL Old
53.00
33.06 (62%)
DVPL-II- VOPL Up-gradation
20. 321Jg% )
54.00
24.87 (46%)

I
I

Dahej-Dabhol
Dabhol-Bengaluru
Dadri-Bawana-Nangal

19.90
14.99
22.58

Chhainsa-Hissar

9.10
5.51

Kochi-Mangaluru-Bengaluru

8.52 (43~
0.87{(f;o/~)
4.08 (rf%)

9.53 (48%)
0.98 (9%)
4.06 (18%)

0.79 (9%)

0.77 (9%)

0.39 (7%)

0.57 (10%)

12.2.4The actual capacity utilization of pipelines is much below the volume.
considered as per current tariff calculations/approval. Consideration of such
stringent volume build-up without recourse to future truing-up leaves the
pipeline entity under financial distress. Due to the current methodology
being adopted, pipeline entity is not able to recover 12% post-tax return as
provided for in the regulations.

12.2.5In case of power sector in India and also internationally, Regulators do not
load the volume risk on the transporter. A transporter has no direct control
on the capacity utilization, hence, loading the volume risk (which may be
due to inadequate supply or lack of customers) on the transporter
disincentivizes future investments:
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12.2.6Accordingly, it is important that the tariff calculations consider the
actual/realistic anticipated volume flows for determination of tariff in
order to alleviate the risk of volume flow and also to ensure pipeline
entity 12% post-tax return on total capital employed over its economic
life. Furthermore,
in line with earlier recommendation
by Tariff
Commission and approved by MoP&NG, it is important to have a
mechanism for truing-up/adjustment
of volumes estimated as per the
actuals to ensure 12% post-tax return over the economic life of the
pipeline.
12.3

Capital Costs:

12.3.lIt is globally well recognized fact that the natural gas pipeline projects are
capital intensive, long gestation and normally regulated business with
nominal returns and absence of any revenue upsides. Pipeline projects are
typically executed through arrangement of long term debt/project financing.
Therefore, financial viability of gas pipelines depends on the clarity of
revenue during the life of the projects. Investments are required during the
economic life of the pipeline for maintaining the infrastructure as well as
connecting new customers in order to improve the revenue flow to the
transporter.
12.3.2In order to determine the tariff, present capital cost invested in the pipeline
infrastructure
and
future
estimated
cost
for connecting
new
customers/regions, new pipelines and for maintenance, up-keep and upgradation of existing infrastructure is to be considered during the economic
life of the pipeline.

12.3.3Hence, it is necessary to consider the future costs while determining the
tariff so as to provide adequate opportunity to transporter to earn 12%
post-tax return on pipeline investments over its economic life.
12.4

Transmission

loss/Unaccounted

Gas Loss:

12.4.lIn gas pipelines, technically some quantity of gas loss occurs due to
metering inaccuracy, heating value calculation, venting and purging of
pipeline during maintenance, etc. and such quantities are not accounted for,
and are categorized as Transmission Loss/Unaccounted gas loss.
12.4.2Earlier Tariff Commission while calculating and recommending the tariff
had considered Unaccounted Gas Loss @ 0.30% which was duly approved
by MoP&NG for implementation.
12.4.3lnternationally also, regulators allow consideration of the unaccounted gas
loss on some normative basis.
12.4.4PNGRB's Access Code Regulations also duly recognizes Transmission
Loss/Unaccounted Gas Loss caused due the aforesaid factors. However,
non-consideration of gas transmission loss/Unaccounted Gas Loss in tariff
calculations has an impact on the transporter on two accounts, (i) the loss of
transportation revenue on such quantity and (ii) the loss on account of cost
of gas which is the major amount.
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12.4.5Accordingly, it is necessary that Unaccounted Gas Loss/Transmission
Loss be duly considered for the purpose of the tariff determination.
12.5

Returns earned by GAIL:

l2.S.10ue to various factors including Volume Risk, Capital Cost issue and
Transmission Loss, GAIL has not been able to earn 12% post-tax return on
total capital employed as provided for in the tariff regulations notified by
PNGRB. Returns earned by GAl L for its inter-connected cross-country
pipelines is provided in table below:
Post-Tax Return
Pipeline
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
HVJ-GREP-DVPL (Old)
1.45%
2.65%
3.37%
4.19%
DVPL-II- VDPL (Up-gradation)
Dahej - Dabhol
4.40%
1.46%
3.76%
2.69%
Oabhol- Bengaluru
-0.44%
-1.70%
-2.02%
-2.31%
Dadri - Bawana - Nangal
- 1.28%
-2.31 %
-1.1 0%
- I. 94%
Chhainsa - Jhajjar
-3.19%
-4.05%
-2.91%
-3.47%
Kochi-Mangaluru/Bengaluru
N/A
-11.13%
-7.15%
-4.44%
Post-Tax Return is calculated as (Operating Margin Less Dep. ~ Total CAPEX) Less
Corporate Tax

13.0 Principles for determining Unified/pooled Tariff for GAIL's inter-connected
country Natural Gas Pipelines
13.1

cross

Consistent with the above, the principles that would achieve the overall
objectives as stated above, in line with CCEA's approval, are suggested below:

13.J.1Rate of return: 12% post-tax return on total capital employed over the
economic life of natural gas pipelines.
13.1.2The Unified/Pooled Tariff will be calculated and applied, wherever
practicable, on an entity's (GAIL's) existing inter-connected cross country
natural gas pipelines and upcoming expansion natural gas pipelines which
are other than those pipeline(s) that have been awarded by PNGRB through
bidding route.
13.1.3 In present scenario, GAIL's seven cross-country pipelines, viz., HVJ-GREPDVPL pipeline, DVPLlGREP Upgradation pipeline along with VAPPL,
Dadri-Bawana-Nangal pipeline (OBNPL), Chainsa-Jhajjar Pipeline (CJPL),
JHBDPL, DUPL-DPPL and Dabhol-Bengaluru
pipeline (DBPL) are
proposed to be covered under this mechanism. Later on, GAIL's KKBMPL
could be added as and when its inter-connection at Bengaluru is made.
13.1.4The tariff may be reviewed and revised after three (3) years, or earlier if
necessary due to addition of new natural gas pipelines or any major change
in assumptions/parameters etc. considered during the tariff calculations.
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13.1.5

The revision of tariff may consider:
13.1.5.]

Truing-up/adjustment
of any under-utilization
or over-utilization
of the pipeline capacity compared to anticipated figures in the
previous periods,

13.1.5.2

Adjustment
for actual Capex and Opex vrs-a-vis anticipated
figures considered in the calculations in previous periods,

13.1.5.3

To ensure
12% post-tax return on Total Capital Employed,
excluding
Government
grant, over the economic
life of the
pipeline system.

13.1.6 Revised tariff may be charged prospectively

from all the customers.

13.1.7 Unified/Pooled

Tariff with variations can be calculated to accommodate
specific market/policy
needs as per Government
directives, subject to
adjustment in tariff for other(s), so as to ensure overall 12% post-tax return
on total capital employed over its economic life.

13.1.8 Unified/Pooled

Tariff can be calculated levelized
with a gradual/yearly
increase over the economic

13.1.9 In conclusion,
unified/pooled

the following
tariff:

would

over the economic
life.

be the justifications

a) Avoids the issue of discriminatory

tariffs amongst
new and old customers;

and also amongst

b) Improves affordability of tariffs to customers
to avoidance of cascaded tariffs;

different

of downstream

In favour

t'

...

and revenues

d) Boosts the potential
e) Ensures availability
levels throughout

f)

of

regions/zones

pipelines

c) Enables better viability for the pipeline entity due to consideration
pooled volumes

life or

due

of

in tariff calculations;

for further infrastructure

development;

ofPNG and CNG services at reasonably
the country;

uniform price

Provides a level playing field for all the connected
LNG terminals by
providing equal access to all the connected markets at uniform tariff levels.

g) Promotes equitable distribution of gas and facilitates
based economic development across the country;

h) Thus, determination

a more uniform gas-

and charging of uniform/pooled
tariff would become
one of the key enablers for achieving the Gol's vision of raising the share
of gas in our energy mix from 6.5% to 15%.

****
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Proposal on Uniform/Pooled Tariff Submitted by GAIL

Reply to PNGRB

(Ref: PNGRB's Letter no. PNGRBIM(C)/1 02 dated 08.06.2017)
As desired vide afore-mentioned
provided as under:
(i)

letter, information

/ clarifications,

Details of each pipeline along with length, authorized
declared and capacity utilisation during last three years

ad-seriatim,

are

capacity, zonal tariff

Details provided in Annexure-A.

~

(ii)

Details of latest available contracted gas transportation
drawn w.r.t. all customers for each pipeline

volumes and actual gas

Details provided in Annexure-B.
(iii) Loss-gain

analysis
implemented

w.r.t. all customers for

each pipeline

if pooled tariff is

Currently there is no definite/ approved pooled-tariff number. At present, even the
key principles for determining the pooled-tariff, as requested by GAIL, have not yet
been finalized (i.e. unification of 7 interconnected cross-country pipelines of GAIL,
volume divisor starting with actual volumes and annually escalating @ 2.98%, new
tariff calculations to be made w.e.f. 01.04.2017, transmission loss to be considered
@ a benchmark of 0.3% etc.,).
In this situation, even if it is presumed that all the key principles as requested by
GAIL are fully accepted, then also due to possible moderations by PNGRB in
respect of various assumptions on capex and opex figures, the final pooled-tariff
number may be slightly different than that being worked out by GAIL.
Therefore, without finalizing the key principles, and without any certainty about the
final pooled-tariff number, any loss-gain analysis could only be hypothetical, and it
may not form the definitive basis for arriving at any conclusive decision in the
matter.
Notwithstanding the above, since PNGRB has specifically requested GAIL to make
a loss-gain analysis, based on an indicative pooled tariff that GAIL has worked out
and conveyed to MoP&NG vide its letter dated 23.02.2017 (Rs. 69IMMBtu w.e.f.
01.04.2017, with 3% annual escalation),
a brief note on loss-gain analysis is
enclosed as Annexure-C for reference purpose please.

(iv) Specific reasons/justifications for not including regional pipeline networks like KG
Basin, Gujarat Region for the proposed pooled tariff mechanism
In general, regional pipeline networks are connected to various low-pressure /
isolated gas fields; they are supplied with non-homogenous gas quality parameters;
and they cater to localized markets. They often include legacy pipelines taken over
from gas producers/ONGC and their tariffs have also been very low historically.
Particularly in the case of regional pipelines like the KG Basin network, Cauvery
Basin network, Agartala regional network etc., they are not directly connected with
the cross-country transmission mains of GAIL and there is no inter-movement of
gas between these two different systems. Therefore such regional pipeline systems
are not considered as integral part of the GAIL's interconnected cross-country
transmission system.
In the case of Gujarat regional network also, except the South-Gujarat sub-network
(i.e. Ex-Hazira (GGCL) and Baroda sub-network), the other sub-networks of this
regional pipeline system are not directly connected with the cross-country
transmission mains of GAIL. Even where such direct connection is there, the
operating pressure of such regional sub-networks are much lower than the crosscountry transmission mains. Hence, due to this technical constraint, there is no
movement of gas from the local network to the trunk transmission mains. Therefore,
such low-pressure sub-networks are also not considered as integral part of the
GAIL's inter-connected cross-country transmission system.
In this connection, it may also be mentioned that, even the CCEA decision dtd.
21.09.2016 in respect of the .Jl!:!j.fiedIPooled tariff mattcr pertair~s only to GAIL's
inter-connected cross-country pipeline and more specifically for all the customers
on such pipelines only.
Therefore, in view of all these reasons, the request has been made for determining
Unified/Pooled Tariff for the GAIL's inter-connected cross-country pipeline system
only, viz., the system consisting of the HVJ-GREP-DVPL pipeline, DVPLlGREP
Upgradation along with VAPPL, DBNPL, CJPL, JHBDPL, DUPL-DPPL and
DBPL pipeline.

(v)

Specific reasons/ justifications for not merging all pipelines
which are accepted under Regulation 17(1) and 18

of different entities

It has been recognized that the UnifiedIPooled tariff would entail certain degree of
conceptual and operational complexities. Therefore it is important not to make it too
complex by straightaway merging all different pipeline systems being operated by
multiple pipeline operators.
Hence it may be more practicable if the concept of unification of various interconnected pipelines, to begin with, is introduced at the level of an entity. Once the
system stabilizes at the level of an entity, then merger and integration of inter-entity
pipelines may be envisaged and deliberated. Thus, a stage wise unification and
merger process may be helpful in a smoother implementation of the UnifiedlPooled
tariff concept.
So, to begin with, it may be more desirable to introduce and implement the
UnifiedIPooled Tariff concept at the level of an entity, i.e., for GAIL's
interconnected cross-country pipelines. Such an implementation would also be in
line with the CCEA decision dtd. 21.09.2016 because, it has mentioned about
UnifiedIPooled Tariff for GAIL's inter-connected cross-country pipeline, and more
specifically for all the customers on such pipelines.
(vi)

GAIL, in its proposal has stated similarity of its proposal with the tariff
determination model of power transmission lines. Hence, details of the model used
for determination of transmission tariff for power transmission network may please
be provided.
GAIL, in its letter to PNGRB dated 04.05.2017 had conveyed that, during the PIB
meeting held on 06.07.2016 in respect of the JHBDPL project, NITI AAYOG had
recorded that "Unified tariff for gas pipelines may be implemented in line with
Power Grid model where costs of building new transmission lines are loaded to the
entire grid network so as to socialize the cost".
In line with the same, GAIL had also mentioned that, as compared to
legacy/existing pipeline networks, new pipelines are generally built at a higher cost
for various reasons, including inflation leading to higher transportation tariffs
compared to tariffs of old pipelines, and hence stated that socialization of costs of
new pipelines with existing pipeline networks may be helpful in rationalizing the
cost of delivery of gas to new customers.
GAIL had observed that the growth in power transmission sector in India has
resulted from the guaranteed returns to the investor, and had requested that,
similarly, in gas transmission sector also, it is necessary to ensure a regulated but
assured 12% post-tax return on the investment.

Furthermore, GAIL had also mentioned that in case of power sector within India,
the regulator does not load the volume risk on the transmission company. GAIL had
pointed out that the transporter has no control on the capacity utilization of the
transmission infrastructure, hence, loading the volume risk (due to inadequate
supply of gas or lack of customers) dis-incentivizes future investments.
Thus, insofar as the similarity with power transmission model is concerned, GAIL
had conveyed the following points:
•

Socialization of Costs:- In line with the remarks of NIT! AA YOG, costs of
building new transmission lines may be loaded to the main inter-connected
transmission system so as to socialize the cost, so that it would be helpful in
rationalizing the cost of delivery of gas to new customers;

•

Assured Returns:- Similar to the assurance of guaranteed returns to the
power transmission entity, in gas transmission sector also, it is necessary to
ensure a regulated but assured 12% post-tax return on investment to the gas
transmission entity;

•

Non-loading of Volume Risk on Transporters:- In Power sector, the
regulator does not load the volume risk on the power transmission company.
In gas transmission sector also, since the transporter has no control on the
capacity utilization of the transmission infrastructure, loading the entire
volume risk on the transporter (due to inadequate supply of gas or lack of
customers) may please be avoided.

Other than the aforementioned broad principles, GAIL's proposal for determining
Unified! Pooled Tariff for its inter-connected cross-country natural gas pipelines
may not be exactly analogous to the current Power Transmission model, because in
any case, the Indian power transmission sector has evolved over many decades and
is much more developed in comparison to the present Indian gas transmission
sector. Therefore, further intricate details of the model used for determination of
transmission tariff for power transmission network may not be applicable as it is in
the current gas transmission context.
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ANNEXURE-A

GAIL's Intgr~QnD~ctgd trQ~~-~ount~ Natyral Gas PiReling Details
Capacity
S.No.

1

NG Pipeline

Name

HVl·GREP-OVPL

Length

(Kms)

4222

Authorized
capacity
(MMSCMD)

53

Zonal

Tariff

3

OVPL-GREP Capacity
AU9mentation

1280

Oadri-Bawana-Nangal

886

54

31

4

Chhainsa-lhauar-Hissar

455

35

5

Oahej-Uran·Panvel·Oabhol

815

19.9

(%)

(Rs./MMBTU)

Postallsed:
Zone 1:
Zone 2:
Zone 3:
Zone 4:
Postallzed

2

Utilization

by PNGRB

Declared

25.46
19.83
22.48

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

73%

62%

63%

38%

46%

52%

13%

13%

15%

2D/o

2%

3%

43%

48%

63%

5%

6%

7%

25.10
27.70
53.65

Zone 1:

42.46

Zone 2:
Zone 3:
Zone 4:

48.14
53.76
59.32

Postalized:
Zone 1:

14.04
14.04

Zone 2:

14.06

Postallzed
7.85
(Only one zone)

Postallzed:
24.49
Zone 1: 24.41
Zone 2: 24.65
Postalized

6

Oabhol-Bangalore

1414

16

Zone 1:
Zone 2:

Zone 3:

40.83
40.82
40.86
40.86

1

Pipeline Length Is as per PNGRB Schedule-H Acceptance. Updated lengths for each pipeline has been submitted to PNGRB vide letter dtd.21.06.2017

2

Authorised capacity is as per PNGRB Schedule-H Acceptance, which 1'1111 be subject to PNGRB's declaration C>I Final capacity under capacity Determination

3

Furthermore,

4

OBNPL, CJHPL do not have direct/Independent
source and as such they receive gas from the upstream HVJ/Upgradatlon system, The total system capacity would not be
equal to the arithmetic sum of IndiVIdual pipeline capacity, but would be determined as per Capacity Determination regulations.

HVl-GREP-DVPL Capacity of 53.0 MMSCMD Is as determined

Regulations.

by PNGRB's Capacity Assessment Group and published by PNGRB on 14.11.2012

j

1~
r

Annexure - B

Details of latest available contracted

volumes and actual gas drawn in MMSCMD in last three years (pipelinewise)

HVJ DVPL UPGRADATION P/L
HVJ/GREP/DVPL P/L
DUPL-DPPL
Chainsa-Jhajjar P/L
Dadri-Bawana P/L
Dhabol-Banglore P!L

FY15-16

FY14-15

Pipeline

FY 16-17

Domestic

RLNG

GTA

Total

Actual

Domestic

RLNG

GTA

Total

Actual

Domestic

RLNG

GTA

Total

Actual

9.069
18.935
1.334
0.000
3.079
0.000

9.289
12.648
3.696
0.933
1.191

6.594
11.410

24.951
42.994
8.349
1.006
4.474
1.117

20.320
38.760
8.520
0.790
4.080
0.870

8.944
15.713
2.439
0.000
2.788
0.000

8.987
11.549
6.180
0.799
0.437
0.001

9.152
12.162
5.442

27.083
39.423

24.870
33.060
9.530
0.770
4.060
0.980

7.982
16.398
2.245
0.000
2.175
0.000

12.496
11.620

10.144
9.993
1.985
0.123
1.230
1.169

30.621
38.011
13.184
1.279

28.260
33.160
12.620
0.970
4.650
1.170

0.000

3.319
0.073
0.204
1.117

0.099
0.887
1.066

14.061
0.898
4.112
1.067

8.953
1.157
0.997
0.000

4.403
1.169

Note:
1. Contracted quantity for Domestic gas is taken as DNQ, matching with the availability of domestic supply.
2. The ouantitv for RLNGand GTA ztven above are taken at 90% of the contracted volume. which are resnectlvelv the current average ToP / SoP level.
3. The RLNGfigure above includes certain quantity in Power sector (to the tune of 3 MMSCMD). against which practically no significant offtake is there and its ToP is also not being realised
currently.
4. The actual gas drawn is the average annual flow in MMSCMD.

r

Annexu
loss-Gain Analysis
PiQeline-wise

imQact w.r.t.

all customers

in GAil's interconnected

cross-country

(!i(!elines

I
S.No

Pipeline

1
2
3
4

Volume for 2016-17

Current Tariff

Unified Tariff

Impact in Tar

(MMSCMD)

(Rs/MMBTU)

(Rs/MMBTU)

($/MMBTU;

DBNPL

4.65

73.36

-0.07

CJHPL

0.97

67.17

0.03

DBPL

40.83

DUPL-DPPL

1.17
12.62

5
6

HVJ-GREP-DVPL

33.16

DVPL/GREP Upgradation

28.26

7

JHBDPL

0.43

68.88

24.49
25.46

(about

0.68

$1.06/MMBTU)

0.67

53.65
173.32

-

0.23

-1.61

I
Notes:
1. Indicative

Unified tariff has been considered

as Rs 68.88/MMBTU

as per

GAIL's communication

to fI(IoP&NG vide

letter dtd 23.02.2017
2. Current Tariff (postalised)

as approved

by PNGRB and currently

CJHPL, Zone-a Tariff for DVPL/GREP Up-gradation

applicable

has been considered.

For DBNPL and

has been added to Postalised tariff approved by PNGRB

3. For JHBDPL, Zone-a tariff of DVPL/GREP Up-gradation

has been added to the expected postalized

tariff of JHBDPL i.,

Rs 116/MMBTU
4. Actual volume has been taken

as per

the data provided in Annexure

B. For calculation

to avoid double counting

volume flow in DBNPL and CJHPL has been reduced from Up-gradation
5. No of working days has been assumed
6. Calorific value has been assumed

of impact on Up-gradation,

as 355

as 9500 Kcal/SCM
as $1 = INR 65

7. Exchange rate has been considered

i

I

I

!

:

Description:
1. For all the aforesaid

interconnected

pipelines,

revenue earning of Rs.3734 crore, the weighted

based on the total volume flow for FY 2016-17, and the approximate
average transportation

tariff would work out to about

Rs.37.10/MMBTU.
2. However,

for 12% return on the above existing pipelines (i.e. without

Rs.6660 crore at weighted
for 2016-17 and currently

average tariff of about Rs.66.17/MMBTU
approved

of more than Rs.ll,500

as per GAil's request for unified tariff, the indicative

crore towards JHBDPl (GAil's share) and VAPP

Unified Tariff would work out to only about Rs.69/MMBTU,

such Unified Tariff in general would avoid high cascaded tariff for far off customers,

JHBDPl customers,
Rs.69LMMBTU

it would im~rove the tariff from about Rs.173.32LMMBTU

resulting in a significant

witt

impact on HVJ-GREP-DVPl is mainly due to the relatively

increase its revised stand-alone
also.

(under current

and particularly

for

regime) to about

benefit of about Rs.I06.32LMMBTU.

given that this old pipeline system would be entailing
customers

volume flow as per PNGRB approva

p.a.

4. Therefore,

5. Indicated

(considering

would be abo

postalised tariff).

3. Now, even after adding ca~ital ex~enditure
3% escalation

JHBDPl), the revenue required

depreciated

CAPEX of this old pipeline

replacements/improvements/modifications

tariff for similar economic

life, the unified/pooled

system. E

etc., which may

tariff would become moderate

for i
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Annexure-A
Unified { Pooled Tariff
A

Background:

1.

During the approval process for the Jagdishpur-Haldia/ Bokaro-Dhamra Pipeline (JHBDPL), in a
PIB meeting dated 06.07.2016, NITI AAYOG had recorded that "Unified tariff for gas pipelines
may be implemented in line with Power Grid model where costs of building new transmission
lines are loaded to the entire grid network so as to socialize the cost".

2.

Subsequently, Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) while according 40% Capital
Grant for the JHBDPl project had inter-alia decided that the request for Unified/Pooled tariff
for GAil's inter-connected cross-country pipeline will be examined, considering phase-wise
actual/anticipated capacity utilization, operating expenses (including unaccounted gas, line
loss), future capital costs for last mile connectivity etc to ensure 12% post-tax return on GAil's
investment.

3.

Thereafter, vide letter dated 23.02.2017 GAil submitted its proposal for Unified/Pooled Tariff
for its inter-connected cross-country pipelines. As per GAil's proposal, unified/pooled Tariff
would work out to Rs.83/MMBTU (Ievelized) (In case of escalated tariff, Rs.69/MMBTU with
3% year-an-year increase).

4.

In this regard, after making a presentation to PNGRB on 30.03.2017, as required by PNGRB,
further details/data/clarifications
were provided to PNGRB vide letters dtd. 04.05.2017 and
12.07.2017. Meanwhile, updated Schedule-H information for its interconnected cross-country
pipelines was also submitted to PNGRBon 21.06.2017.

5.

Thereafter, PNGRB, vide letter dtd. 17.07.2017 has requested GAIL to submit a separate set of
working for unified/pooled tariff as per extant regulations. Accordingly, workings based on
parameters / assumptions in line with the recent tariff approvals (final tariffs) as accorded by
PNGRBfor pipelines such as DBPL, KKMBPl, etc., are submitted herewith.

B

Data/Assumptions

considered for the current workin.q as desired by PNGRB:

1. Pipeline System Considered: Unified/pooled tariff has been worked out considering data for the
Interconnected Cross-Country pipeline system of GAIL, viz., HVJ-GREP-OVPL (Old and Upgradation) Pipeline, DUPL-DPPl Pipeline, Dabhol-Bengaluru Pipeline, Dadri-Nangal Pipeline,
Chhainsa-Jhajjar Pipeline and under-construction Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline.
2. Capitol Expenditure:

a. Estimated Net fixed Assets of Rs.18,236 crore (including allocation for common assets such
as corporate office) as on 31st March, 2017 has been considered for calculation of tariff
b. Estimated CAPEXfor Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline is considered as Rs.7,146 Crore (60% of total
expenditure of about Rs.11,706 Crore excl. IDC PLUSline pack cost of RS.124 Crare)

c.

Future Expenditure (up to March, 2042 & excluding inflation) has been considered
following:
i. Vijaipur-Auraiya-Phulpur Pipeline - Rs.2,685 Crore
ii. Connectivity to Hindipur and KPCL,Yelahanka - Rs.143 Crore
iii. Last Mile Connectivities - Rs.933 crore
iv. Future Capital expenditure on existing infrastructure - Rs.5,138 Crore

for

3. Operating Expenditure:

a. OPEX for 2016-17 has been estimated as Rs.1,930 crore (including allocation for common
assets such as corporate office).
b. Future Operating Expenditure (up to March, 2042} has been considered as below:
i. Operating Expenditure equal to 2.5% of Capital Cost has been considered for Future
New Assets, i.e., Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline, Vijaipur-Auraiya Pipeline, Connectivity to
Hindupur & KPCL,Last Mile Connectivities.
ii. Future revenue expenditure on existing infrastructure that are not annual (without
inflation) - Rs.2,916 Crore
iii. Impact of anticipated Salary Increase has been considered in FY 2017-18 as Rs.125 Crore
and same has been escalated by 5% (year-on-year basis) for future years
iv. Based on anticipated volume flow, additional fuel requirement for compressors has
been considered as Rs. 352 Crore in FY 2019-20 and Rs.402 crore in FY 2022-23. Both
figures are individually escalated by 5% (year-on-year basis) for future years
;·1
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4. Volume Divisor:
a. The volume for Dadri-Bawana-Nangal pipeline (DBNPL) and Chhainsa-Jhajjar-Hissar (CJHPL)
Pipelines flows from the upstream HVJ-DVPL (Old and Up-gradation) pipeline and in the
current integrated scenario (without any other independent source for these two pipelines)
it does not add to the total capacity of the integrated system. Accordingly, to avoid double
counting of the same volume, it has not been considered.
b. Initially all volumes in Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline will flow from HVJ-DVPL (Old and Upgradation) pipeline and same will have a capacity lower than the authorised capacity of
16 MMSCMD till commissioning of pipeline connecting the alternate source, i.e., Dhamra.
For the purpose of immediate current working, entire capacity of Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipeline,
i.e., 16 MMSCMD has been considered, which may be taken care during tariff calculation by
PNGRB.

c. Accordingly, for the purpose of current working, Capacity of GAIL's Interconnected

CrossCountry Pipeline System is provisionally taken as summation of capacities of HVJ-GREP-DVPL
(Old), DVPL-GREP(Up-gradation), DUPL-DPPL, DBPL and Jagdishpur-Haldia Pipelines (i.e., 53
MMSCMD + 54 MMSCMD + 19.90 MMSCMD + 16 MMSCMD + 16 MMSCMD respectively)
totaling to 158.9 MMSCMD.
However, it may please be appreciated that considering the dynamic phenomenon of
capacity determination,
which would depend upon various parameters such as the
connected sources, demands, operating condition of the pipelines, etc., the actual total
capacity
of the
Interconnected
Cross-Country
Pipeline System needs to be
determined/approved
by PNGRB from time-to-time
based on the extant Capacity
Determination Regulations and future developments, while calculating Unified Tariff by
PNGRB.

d. In line with the practice adopted in the tariff approvals, capacity build-up for each pipeline
has been considered based on the First Date of Commissioning of the Pipeline and applying
percentage utilization prescribed under the extant regulations (irrespective of the actual
capacity commissioned).
Accordingly, volume (in MMSCMD) considered for the current working is as below:
I
I
I

Year Ending
DBPL

i
I

DUPL-DPPL

i

DVPL-GREP
HV)-DVPL

Up gradation
Old

J
,

,

,

I
I

31-Mar-19

31-Mar-20

31-Mar-21

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

14.93

14.93

14.93

14.93

40.50

40.50

40.50

40.50

39.75

39.75
1.80

39.75
7.50

39.75
8.70

i

JHPL

'

I
;

31-Mar-18

Total

iI

107.18

108.98

114.68

115.88

Year Ending

,

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-23

31-Mar-24

31-Mar-25 & onwards

DBPL

I

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

i

14.93

14.93

14.93

14.93

I

40.50

40.50

40.50

40.50

I

39.75
9.90

39.75
11.10

39.75
12.00

39.75
12.00

119.18

119.18*

DUPL-DPPL
DVPL-GREP
HV)-DVPL

Upgradation
Old

i

I

JHPL
Total

I

117.08
118.28
I
*75% of total additive capacity of 158.9MMSCMD

,

e. It may be mentioned that the Volume considered by GAIL in its proposal for unified/pooled
tariff of Rs. 83/MMBTU (Ievelized) was based on 74.70 MMSCMD for 16-17 escalating the
same by 2.98% year-on-year until a maximum volume flow of 119.18 MMSCMO (75% of
158.90 MMSCMD).
5. Other Parameters considered for this working:
a. Tariff Calculation Period:
Different Pipelines have different life remaining. Hence to maintain uniformity, unified tariff
has been calculated for period from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2042.
b. No. of Working Days in a year has been considered as 355 to convert volumes from Daily
(MMSCMD) to Annual
c. Interest During Construction has not been considered
d. Transmission LOSS/Unaccounted Gas Loss has not been considered
e. Inflation rate for escalating future expenditure has been considered at the rate of 4.50%
year-on-year basis

Resultant

C

Tariff:

Based on aforesaid parameters and assumptions which are in line with the recent approvals of tariff
by PNGRB, the Unified/Pooled Tariff for GAIL's unified pipeline system would work out to
Rs.57jMMBTU (Ievelized)(on GCV) as compared to Rs.83jMMBTU (Ievelized) proposed by GAIL in
its submission.

,_

Further, as desired by PNGRB, impact of following parameters are provided as below:
Estimated Unified/Pooled Tariff: Calculation Period - 2017 to 2042
Tariff
Change
Sr.
Assumption/Parameters
I Resultant
(Rs/MMBTU)
(Rs/MMBTU)
No.
:
57
As per PNGRB Tariff Approvals
1
I
74
17
Volume Divisor (actual/realisticCAGR of 2.98%)
2
I

3
--4

Inflation

-- ----- ---

i

t

I

Transmission Loss @ 0.3%

i

i---

!
I

@ 5.00%

;

80

2

81

1

83

2

No. of Working Days in Year as 345

I

6

Net Fixed Assets based on Recalculated

I

7

Interest During Construction for future

o

Conclusion:

1.

It is submitted that Unified/Pooled Tariff would be in the overall interest of customers across
the country and it would aid network expansion and would help in spreading the reach of clean
natural gas in far flung areas, including eastern parts of the country. It would not only avoid
high cascaded tariffs for far-off customers but it would also provide a level playing field to all
customers connected to various LNG terminals. It would avoid discrimination between existing
and new customers and thus would be more equitable.

2.

GAIL proposal for Unified/Pooled tariff of Rs.83/MMBTU (Ievelized) or Rs. 69/MMBTU (on GCV)
with 3% year-on-year escalation to be effective from April 1, 2018, would be equitable for
customers as well helpful for the development of the sector.

3.

It is requested that PNGRBmay kindly consider the parameters/assumptions used by GAIL in its
proposal of Unified/Pooled Tariff so that it will enable GAIL to earn 12% return on Capital

Depreciation
capital expenditure

*****

(

3
2

5

Employed as prescribed in Regulations.

L

76
78

i
i
I

i
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GAILIRA/PNGRB/Schedule-HlInterconnected/2017/322019/
To
T' e Secretary
Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
Ist Floor, World Trade Centre
Babar Road, New Delhi-II 000 I
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Sub: GAIL's Interconnected Cross-Count
Natural Gas Pi eline S stem - SubmissIOn
information in Schedule-H format u/r 17(1) of PNGRB Authorization Regulations
This is in furtherance to GAIL's letter No. GAILIRA/PNGRB/Pooled

-::,~-

Tariff-Reply/322876/2017

ated

dated

04.05.2017 regarding the subject pipeline system, vide which, under para no.14 of Annexure-B, GAIL proposed
that it would like to submit the updated information in PNGRB's Schedule-H format for all its seven (07)
interconnected cross-country natural gas pipelines (viz., HVJ-GREP-DVPL pipeline, DVPLlGREP Upgradation
along with Vijaipur-Auraiya-Phulpur
Pipeline (VAPPL), Dadri-Bawana-Nangal pipeline (DBNPL), ChainsaJhajjar Pipeline (CJPL), JHBDPL, Dahej-Uran-Dabhol Pipeline (DUPL-DPPL) and Dabhol-Bengaluru pipeline
(DBPL) under one data format for kind consideration and acceptance by PNGRB.
2.
Pursuant to the above, GAIL hereby submits the updated information in the Schedule-H format for its
Interconnected Cross-country Natural Gas Pipeline System. PNGR13's acceptance of the said Schedule-H
information would pave the way for determining Unified/Pooled Tariff for the subject pipeline system.
3.
It may be mentioned that the concept of Unified/Pooled Tariff for GAIL's Interconnected Cross-country
Natural Gas Pipeline System is one of the key points covered under the CCEA decision while according 40%
capital grant for the JHBDPL project. Accordingly, in order to ensure that the JHBDL project is financially
viable and sustainable, it would be crucial that GAIL's seven (07) interconnected cross-country natural gas
pipelines, including the JHBDPL, are unified as one integrated pipeline system.
4.

In respect of unification of pipelines, as already submitted by GAIL in its letter dated 04.05.2017, in the

past, PNGRB had suo-motu decided in favour of:

r
(a) unification of various spur-lines (in excess of 50 kms) of an entity within the tariff calculations of
the main pipeline system (e.g. GAIL's HV J-GREP-OVPL natural gas pipeline system);
(b) treating separate, but connected sub-networks ina regional pipeline of an entity as a single integrated
network (e.g. GAIL's KG Basin natural gas pipeline network) and
(c) considering various segments of an intra-state gas pipeline system of an entity as one single natural
gas pipeline system (e.g. GSPL's Gujarat Gas Grid) for the purpose of enabling that entity to submit
unified tariff proposal for its integrated network.
To carry forward the same practice, in the instant case also, there may be no need to frame any fresh regulation,
but it can kindly be considered by the Board based on the merits of this particular case itself.
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5.
As regards updation of information, it be mentioned th~t way back in 2008, GA~ had filed the ~
Scnedule-H Information for its pipelines u/r 17( I) of PNGRB Authorization Regulations, 2008. Based on the
same, PNGRB had issued various letters (during the period 2010 - 2014), vide which the said Schedule-H
information were accepted by PNGRB. Since then, many updations have happened in these pipelines, including
connectivities to many new customers. In this situation, even though there is no prescribed regulatory
requirement for filing any updated Schedule-H information, GAIL, on its own, is now filing the updated
Schedule-H information for its Interconnected Cross-country Natural Gas Pipeline system, with the updated
status as on 31.03.2017. This would be helpful for the unified/pooled tariff exercise because the CCEA decision
has also stated that this pooled tariff exercise for GAIL's Interconnected Cross-country Natural Gas Pipeline
System be completed by the end of FY 2016-17.
6.
In respect of the pooled tariff exercise, GAIL made its formal submission in November 2016.
Subsequently, as desired, GAIL also made various presentations and followed it up with various other
submissions from time to time. While this exercise was underway, in order to expedite the process, GAIL, vide
its letter 04.05.2017, proposed that it would like to submit the updated Schedule-H information for its
Interconnected Cross-country pipeline system, so that, upon its acceptance by PNGRB, the subsequent steps in
respect of the pooled tariff exercise can be taken forward quickly. Awaiting a favorable response, GAIL is now
filing the updated Schedule-H information for its Interconnected Cross country Natural Gas Pipeline System.
7.

In view of the above, PNGRB

is requested

to kindly consider the subject updated

Schedule-H

information as submitted by GAIL and issue the letter of acce tance for the same. This would pave the way for
an ear y completion of the unified/pooled tariff exercise for GAIL's Interconnected Cross-country Natural Gas
Pipeline System.
Thanking You,

lJ

r:~r:

~reIY,

r-

'~~~4j~
Executive Director (Mktg. - NG & RLNG)
E-mail: manojjainCtvgail.co.in
Enclosure: ala

Copy for kind information please:
Shri Ashish Chatterjee

lAS,

Joint Secretary (GP), MoP&NG

